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We witnessed a global 

sell-off following the 

emergence of yet 

another Covid-19 

variant called Omicron 

that has the potential 

to spread quickly and 

evade current 

vaccines.

November was on its way to becoming another strong month for

equities before all that changed on the 26th of November 2021, Black

Friday. We witnessed a global sell-off following the emergence of yet

another Covid-19 variant called Omicron that has the potential to spread

quickly and evade current vaccines.

The S&P 500 dropped -2.27%, the worst drop in nine months, while

Stoxx Europe 600 dropped -3.67%, the worst one-day drop YTD, WTI

crude oil dropped as well, falling -13% following fears of the travel

restrictions, lockdowns return, directly impacting the oil demand.

While the sell-off was interrupted by a brief dip-buying moment on

Monday 29th fueled by news of mild symptoms of the virus and the

ability of vaccines to be reformulated fast enough (Early 2022 for

Moderna and within 100 days for Pfizer), fear again prevailed, and the

market continued its downward journey.

Before that Black Friday, the market was coming off a strong earning

season and historically low volatility level since the pandemic; since

then, both S&P500 and Stoxx Europe 600 dropped -3.89% and -2.86%,

respectively from the 26th until the end of November, making the

European markets close the month of November in red.

On another topic, the Fed is finally ditching the transitory inflation

narrative as it prepares for a tighter monetary policy on the back of solid

employment numbers and the rising and persistent inflation figures. The

prospects of travel restrictions, social activity curbs, widespread

closures will test central banks' resolve on picking up the pace of its

tapering and rising interest rates earlier.

While I try to resist the temptation to comment on the new variant like

many investors turned amateur epidemiologists, I believe that the

market will continue to go through a period of elevated volatility until we

have a better idea of the real impact of the variant (severity and

transmissibility), which according to the World Health Organization

might take a couple of weeks.
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